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end of 2020, we can not help but look back
on the year and reflect on COVID and the
impact that this dreadful pandemic has
had on our business and our lives. Each
of us has been impacted at work, or home,
in some way by this pandemic; it is very
much amongst us.

Prabhat Jain, CEO

I want to take this time to review the actions taken and celebrate our
successes while remembering those who are no longer with us.
In March, when the full nature of the pandemic was revealed to the
world, the VT/GTC leadership team acted quickly to create the
framework for what would become our COVID CPOL-60 policy. I
commend our leadership team, and Bill Sturtz our COVID policy leader
in particular, for communicating our message succinctly, clearly, and
often. One key aspect of our COVID policy execution was sending out
newsletters to the homes of our employees to encourage the
extended VT/GTC family to take the necessary precautions.
While we have had some setbacks, I am greatly encouraged that our
1500 employees have adopted the policy guidelines. Our soap usage
has increased by 60%, a very good sign that we are washing our hands
more often. When we have had COVID outbreaks we have worked
willingly with our local Health Departments. We have been
commended by those Health Departments as proactive and taking the
extra steps to ensure the health of teams and our community.
I want to take this opportunity to say thanks to us all for working
together! In the local communities, the COVID infection rate has been
6%, however in our facilities for the past eight months, our infection
rates have been 2%!
Please stay safe, wear your masks, social
distance, wash your hands, and together we will continue to ensure
our workplace is as healthy as possible.
~ Prabhat Jain
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President’s Corner

Message from
the Director of Human Resources

Dear Team,

Anoop Nanda, President

As we continue to deal with this
unprecedented global
pandemic, we also bravely and
smartly march on in pursuit of
our objectives and our
responsibilities as an essential
services provider.

We are proud of the early steps we took as a company
and the compliance of our employees.
While we have had some of our employees contract
the virus – our average is far lower than the national
averages.
We are now firmly in the panning season for 2021
which will see another year of growth. We are seeing
strong order bookings from the renewable segment
and our march to gain share in the IOU utility segment
continues. Operational excellence in all we do to
influence the customer experience is the foundation of
this growth. A major element of this strategy is to
eliminate field defects and teams have been
established in all plants drive short- and long-term
actions to deliver this outcome.
Our digital roadmap has crossed another milestone
with the introduction of QR codes that allows
customers to access secure online file folders
containing drawings and maintenance manual
information for their customers.
Finally, we are proud and excited to share that Virginia
Transformer has started the countdown to the 50th
anniversary of its’ founding. We have a cherished
history and a legacy of excellence under the leadership
of Prabhat Jain, CEO. We will be sharing various
updates from now till May 2021 which will culminate in
a grand event celebrating this milestone anniversary.
Regards
Anoop Nanda

Recently,

Chuck Chaffin, Director
of Human Resources

I have been
holding “Communication is Not
Easy” and “Buddy to Leader”
training for our frontline leaders.
One of my primary objectives is to
increase the connectedness that
our employees feel to VT/GTC.

In these sessions, I am challenging our Frontline
Leaders to identify their level of engagement and to make
a determined effort to be more engaged with their peers,
their team members, their leaders, and ultimately with the
company. The overall points that I am driving home are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

What we think is clearly communicated may not be
clear to those hearing us.
We need to plan for effective communication.
Everyone deserves to be heard.
Because you are the best operator does not equate
to you being a great leader. Great leaders are
developed, mentored, and supported in their
transition from being a great doer.
How do we identify our less engaged employees
and help to increase their engagement?
Team members' opinions of VT/GTC are largely
based on their opinion of their front line leader.
The Four responses. Ask your front leader about
the four responses for more explanation. Use this
picture as a visual clue. If they can’t answer then
ask your local HR Manager or call me directly at
540.682.5181 and I’ll explain.
Connectedness and engagement are the
goals for all the transformational activities
for Human Resources. It will be a long and
challenging journey to get to the level of
connectedness that we envision but the
effort will be worth the reward.

Most everyone has worked in environments that were
engaging and in places that were not-engaging. Working in
an engaging environment is special and it brings out the
best in us, both individually and as a team. Like all
companies, we have pockets of engagement and pockets of
less than ideal engagement and we must all rededicate
ourselves to creating engagement wherever we find
ourselves.
Let’s all work together to raise VT/GTC to a higher level of
connectedness and engagement!
~ Chuck Chaffin
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Engineering Team Spotlight;
Kudos to our Engineering Team!
USA, Florida: Virginia Transformer-Georgia Transformer (VTGT) recently supplied a large 250 MVA 230 / 138 kV auto
transformer with load tap changer (LTC) to Beaches Energy
Services, Florida.
This transformer was procured as part of a project upgrade –
which is one of the first progressive EPC projects in Florida for
a municipal electric utility.
The complex design of this 250 MVA auto transformer with LTC
was successfully executed by engineering team of Georgia
Transformer, Rincon, GA. (Huge Kudos to: Rogelio Villarreal,
Robert Miller, Laxman Rapelly, Tony Lake, Kannan Veeran,
Bharath Nalla, Karunanidhi Kannaiyan, Nikita Dave, John
Jannone, Benjamin Love, Nishidh Patel, Juan Olmedo, James
Williams, Dita Eidson, Demetrios Miltiades, Joshua Owens,
Sherese White)
The addition of this transformer will give Beaches Energy the
adaptability and flexibility to provide reliable, resilient and
environmentally responsible power, and high-quality service
to their customers.
https://transformers-magazine.com/tm-news/largetransformer-by-virginia-transformer-for-beaches-energy/

Virginia Transformer Powers
Fermi Lab Deep Underground
Neutrino Experiment.
Virginia Transformer Powers Fermi Lab Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment, which is
an international flagship experiment to
study the interaction of sub-atomic particles
– Neutrinos.

The experiment involves generating a
powerful beam of neutrinos and building
massive underground detectors to analyze
the interaction of these particles.
VT-GT worked diligently to ensure the
exacting requirements of Fermilab specs
were comprehensively met, and its scope of
supply included assembly, testing & training
at site. This transformer was manufactured
at VTC-Roanoke facility in Virginia.

Electrical Designer for this unit is Akshat
Goyal and Mechanical Designer Thiagarajan
Murugesan.

“If your actions inspire
others to dream more, learn
more, do more and become
more, you are a leader.”
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Training Corner
There has been a great emphasis on finding continuity as transitions happen in our
Training Department. Kevin Brown has taken the reigns as Senior Training Manager at
Corporate in Roanoke. Kevin brings a long career and much experience as a Training
Manager to the VTC/GTC Corporation. He has caught on quickly and will soon be raising
the bar for training efforts to enhance technical, leadership, and managerial programs.
Please welcome him as you see him. Please continue to be of any help he may need in his
effort to develop the constant improvement culture we have here at VTG/GTC.

Farewell Message
Mr. Prabhat Jain has made an effort over the last several months to instill the idea of his
passion to the Training Department. He has a high level of energy and passion to bring the
transformer business back to the USA and have VTC/GTC a huge part of that. While I love
that idea, his words have made me look deep to ensure I am in my passion as a career.
Some of you know my background is in educating youth as a teacher and school
administrator. I also have ten years’ experience as a police officer. My passion is helping
young people grow into productive citizens and keeping them safe. I believe the American
education system is still the best in the world and preserves the democracy we have today.
While my time here at VTC/GTC has been productive and educating, I am returning to my
passion. I have accepted the position of Youth Safety Associate Specialist at VA Tech. Go
Hokies!

Kevin Brown
Sr. Training Manager

Tim Miles

I want to thank each one of you that I have met and worked with either in person or
online. You do a great job in a very tough industry! Keep pursuing the perfect
transformer!
~ Tim Miles

Certifications

We’II miss you!
~T & D Team

The quarterly certification process continues and will be a routine each quarter. To make this process easier for
supervisors to report, we have centralized the matrix and standardized the format. This program is very essential
so that our employees are receiving the best training to become certified and competent in their jobs. Our training
goal is to achieve a confident and safe workforce.
Mission Excellence
The first installment of Mission Excellence was very successful in developing actions to improve the Torqueing
processes and training. The Front-Line Managers did a great job of developing the problem solutions needed to
provide a robust process to Torque throughout the Transformer with accuracy and effectiveness. The second effort
is now underway and is working diligently to correct issues of conduits leaking; as well as junction boxes. Utilizing
RCDA tools and team building, has been very useful in resolving these issues. We will keep you posted.
Buddy Program
At the 3rd Quarter point the VTCR, VTCU and GTC plants are doing well in helping new manufacturing hires stay on
the job. The Buddy Program is essential in helping new employees become acclimated to their work environment
and to also build strong working relationships. The program has become very useful in assisting personnel feel
confident as they build their day to day skills, as well as establishing a continuity in the new hire training program.
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Congratulations Buddies – Completing 90 Days!

Tabitha Scaggs

Ivan Sierralta

Chasity Amos

Samuel Jacob Kern

Joseph Ilconich

Tyler Traynor

Aaron Johnson Clifford Gosselin Constance Leeks Devin Ryan Cela Erinica Wilkerson Jeanesha Bostic

Jimmy L. Nesmith John Murphy Morgan Jenkins Lakisha Pinkney Quentavius Heath Samuel Morganson

Shawn Wilson Stephen J. Cole

Andrew Bell

Geddes, Kade

Tanner Myers

Terrell Foy

Timothy Lowery

Casildo Ruiz-Avila Clayton J. Davis Daniel Seymour Dustin Dunn

Helena Hall

Isaiah Noriega

Lauren Scott

Michael Wade
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Small group training on dummy turn
by Paul Moore held on July 29, 2020

Policy Reminder:
The Pandemic Policy CPOL - 60

The pandemic policy CPOL-60 is critical to ensuring the
well-being of our team members, and their extended
families. We have been urging, cajoling, and coaxing
compliance, but with increased frequency of positive
COVID test results, we must enforce this policy with our
established progressive disciplinary process. Not
following this policy risks the health and welfare of you,
your colleagues, their families, and the business.
We will follow continue to follow our established
disciplinary process for non-bargaining unit employees.
1st Offense – Written Warning
2nd Offense – Suspension
3rd Offense – Discharge

Paul Moore, Christopher Lewis, Stacy Wade, Tabitha
Scaggs, Kevin Hunt & Cody Bryant.

First AID Training at VTC West

For Bargaining Unit employees not following the policy,
incidents will be treated as a Rule 5 violation.
This disciplinary procedure will work in conjunction with
the disciplinary policy in the handbook; so the Covid
policy violations will count as any other violation. In
addition to the progressive disciplinary process, failure to
follow the policy, local, state, federal guidelines could
result in the forfeiture of the COVID benefits that were
voluntarily offered.
If any Person contracts COVID 19 and has been found in
violation of COVID 19 policy, there will be no COVID pay
for COVID absence.

Appreciation for Generous Gift
by Mrs Barbara Fisher.
(Children’s Mask Distribution)

Our

Mrs. Barbara & Mr. Robert Fisher

coworker
Mr.
Robert Fisher’s wife step
up to help children during
this COVID 19 pandemic.
She made some beautiful
children’s mask and
distributed
to
our
employees to protect
their
children
from
infection. This work is
very much appreciable
and a noble example of
social work.

Let’s thanks to Mr. & Mrs. Fisher for the generous gift to
our children.
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2020 – Mid Year Review
2020 – Mid Year review meeting held on July 24-25, at hotel Roanoke. VTC-GTC CEO, Mr. Prabhat Jain and
President, Mr. Anoop Nanda addressed in the mid-year meeting where our Leadership Team presented their
strategy and roadmap for the year 2020-2021.

Operations Update
David Gillispie, VP of Operations

Implementation of lean manufacturing through our continuous improvement initiatives are
paying dividends. We’ve implemented several improvements in our factory that will propel us
to the next level that include: 1) Visual Management, 2) Employee Engagement, 3) 6S.
Visual Management is key to improving collaboration on the production floor. We start by posting all production
schedules electronically on large displays in each department. These are updated twice daily and clearly
communicate weekly and daily goals. This helps the managers keep abreast of the ongoing work and it provides the
operator on the production floor with a daily goal and a view of the bigger picture. We also increase signage
throughout the factory, post our Key Performance Indicators, Corrective Actions, and Continuous Improvement
projects.
Employee Engagement is key to our long-term success. We work hard to create a clean and heathy environment
for our staff. In the era of COVID19, we start with the basics: masks, taking temperatures, social distancing, extra
cleaning, extra hand sanitizers, surveys, reminders both verbal and signage, and reduced density on the floor and
in meetings. We’ve made improvements in our facility and painted our common arears, made significant
improvements to breakrooms with catered food and bathrooms, we’ve also upgraded and increased air flow in
office spaces. To keep our leaders engaged with what our employees need to do their job better, we hold small
team meetings.
6S is another area of continuous improvement we’ve focused on to improve the way we organize our space. Also
called, “5S”, for 1) Sort, 2) Set in Order, 3) Shine, 4) Standardize, and 5) Sustain. We include, 6) Safety. This concept
was originally developed in Japan for Just in Time manufacturing. It has long been accepted in industry as an
effective visual management tool and a means to decrease waste and optimize productivity. I would say, VTC has
always used these concepts, but 6S brings this effort in sharp focus by providing our employees a system to follow.
This is just an overview of a few the initiatives that drive our passion to serve our customers and build them
the most reliable power transformer in the industry.
***
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RECENT SUCCESS STORIES – Hi Value Orders
Brian McCarrick, PPU Central –
Brian booked a $863,320 order for Two (2) Power Transformers - 18//33.6MVA and 67/13.2kV –
for a municipal in OH (City of Westerville). Thanks to Tom Aikens and Sachin Gupta worked closely
with our reps from Rosati Sales Inc., to secure the order. City of Westerville is a new customer.
The transformers will be delivered separately from VTCR in February and April of 2021. This is a
substation upgrade where VTC is replacing two (2) old 12//20MVA GE Transformers (Rome, GA)
circa 1991. VTC is responsible for the removal of existing units from pad and
placement/installation of new VTC units. Rep: Rosati Sales
Sunny Xavier, IOU
Idaho Power Company, an inhouse account, has trusted VTC to supply many units to them in the
past from Pocatello, ID. Recently, they made a $2,087,415 order for one (1) 10//14 MVA, 69/36.2
kV, and four (4) 10//14 MVA, 69/13.09 kV with Power Distribution w/LTC. The transformers will
deliver separately in March, September and October of 2021. IPC has purchased similar sized
units in the past & trusts VTC to build these new units without any issues.
Ashish Tyagi, Regional Sales Manager
VTC secured 16 units for VTCW – Chihuahua Plant. (4) 2500 KVA; (2) 1000 KVA; (4) 1500
KVA; (2) 2000 KVA & (4)3750 KVA Through KBR (EPC) End-User: Methanex Corp.
Project Name: Methanex G3 project for Feed through EPCM for New Methanol.
Rep: Double e Engineering.

Operations Expansion at VTC West
Alvaro Aragon, Operations Director, VTCW
Over the Last 8 months, we have been working on 2 major initiatives for our plant in Chihuahua:
1. Expansion of our Operations Capacity
2. Redefining our Plant Flow

The Operations’ expansion will make our capacity very flexible. In terms of numbers we will increase from 10
padmounts & 5 standard units per week to 20 padmounts and 10 standard units per week. More than the numbers,
what these enables is to have flexible capacity - this means the ability to better accommodate variations of the 4
different products we manufacture at VTCW (Standard Station, Padmount, Uniclad Units and VPI units). This will
help us service the customer demand better and align with the market movements at any given time.
The second major modification we made is the redefinition of the product flow through the plant. This implies major
movements on the cranes, testing area, and machinery, to ensure a steady flow with less movement of the heavy
parts. This will allow us to have better operational performance and accomplish significant reduction in one of the
major sources of Waste (movement reduction is expected to be approx 60%), this means more products passing
through the process in the same time.
***

“The successful person is the one who finds out what is the matter with his business before his
competitors do.”
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VTCU July Employee of the
Month - Dominic Witcher
(Maroon shirt)

GTC August Employee of the
Month - Joseph Thompson,
Connections

VTCR August Employee of the
Month - Abdoullahu

VTCU August Employee of the
Month - Fernando Ojeda

GTC September Employee of
the Month - Jonathan
Epperson

VTCR September Employee of
the Month - Lawrance Dent

VTCW July Employee of the
Month
- Rubén Garza Jr., Quality

VTCW August Employee of the
Month
- Adriana Varela, Shipping

VTCR July Employee of the
Month - Pam Switzer

We are so proud to have you as part of our
VTC-GTC Team. Keep up the good work!

THANK YOU!
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GTC Recognition to Purchasing team member,
Tonya King and Joy Sprague

VTCW September Employee of
the Month
- Obed Segura, Tanking

The GTC purchasing team, Tonya King and Joy Sprague, are two of
the hardest working Employees GTC proudly employs. Their efforts
are critical in keeping the thrum of production moving forward, and
I want to Thank them for the outstanding job they do every day. They
work day-in and day-out diligently and their efforts are seen in every
piece of insulation, nut and bolt, and final product that goes out the
door. Please join me in a Heartfelt Thanks and a Job Well Done for
Mrs. Tonya King and Mrs. Joy Sprague.
Thank You for your hard work and dedication!!! Keep it up.
~ Robert O’dell

Ashley Lewis from HR Generalist to Senior
HR Generalist & Talent Acquisition
Partner

Justin Steiner has promoted to Winding
Group Leader

GTC Special Recognition
We would like to give special
recognition to Kenny Moore, a
Materials team member, for his quick
actions that led to a quick response by
our team at GTC and the local EMS.
Another employee was having trouble
talking and standing when Kenny
noticed him getting on the forklift.
Kenny immediately went into action by

Kenny Moore, GTC
Materials Team Member

first making sure his fellow employee didn’t fall and also by calling
his supervisor right away. Even when the employee was refusing
help it didn’t stop Kenny. Kenny’s quick thinking and determined
efforts to ensure his coworker’s safety lead to a quick response by
the local EMS. The employee did suffer a mild Pin Stroke that could
have been much worse had he not gotten the help he needed right
away. On behalf of all of us at GTC we want to recognize Kenny for
his quick thinking and response to this very serious situation.”
~ by Robert O’dell & Mike Rogers, GTC
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SAFETY AWARDS/ RECOGNITIONS

VTC West Winding Team is the Winner of “Safety Ambassadors
Program” for the month of August 2020.

2020 - 3rd Quarter Safety Tablet Drawing Winners for a Clean Month
(No Loss/Recordable)

VTCR August Safety
Tablet Winner – Bari
Sinani, Winding Lead.

VTCW July Safety Tab.
Winner - Oscar Villegas,
Tanking,

VTCR July Safety Tablet
Winner – Elizabeth
Sturgill MFAB Machine
Operator

VTCW August Safety
Tab. Winner - Fabián
Franco, ADC

VTCW September
Safety Winner - Mario
Santos, Maintenance
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Field Service Updates

A BIG SHOUT OUT!

(Field Service Team welcomes Mindy
Roberts as Field Service Warranty
Coordinator)

Congratulations!

As Field Service continues its
efforts to better serve our customers
and provide the best support possible
to the plants, we are bringing in skilled
and experienced people to fill key roles
within the organization. I am pleased
to announce our newest member to
the team, Mindy Roberts, who as of
8/31 will be the Field Service Warranty
Coordinator. Mindy started with VTCR
January 2019 in our PAO department.
She transitioned from PAO and
became an essential member of the
Marketing team processing multiple
reports for the organization. We are
extremely confident that with her
strong work ethic, customer service
experience and vast understanding of
the company that she will be a
substantial asset to have on the Field
Service Team. As the Warranty
Coordinator she will be responsible for
the coordination and completion of
projects as well as receiving 3rd party
quotes and providing final cost and
reports.
Please join me in welcoming her to the
Field Service Team.
~ Phil Swan

Ms. Mariana Gomez, Training Supervisor, VTC West has successfully
completed her master’s degree in Human Resources.

VTC West quality team members were appreciated by Pugal.

Winners are receiving Polo - Shirt
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VTCW, Monthly Best Idea
Program

Winners of HR Dynamics and Quiz,
VTC West

Héctor Rivero, Quality,
Winner of the Monthly Best
Idea Program of July.

Joel Caro, Core Cut (Iron
Worker Improvement),
Winner of the Monthly Best
Idea Program of August

Anti-cut Sleeves,
PPE Delivery at VTC West

Oscar Peralta (Facilitador de
varilla “Harris”), Cabling
Winner of the Monthly Best
Idea Program for September
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GTC TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES

Mag Circuit Team

Test – HV Lab

Maintenance

External Equipment

Connections Team Building Lunch
Connections Department Team Building Lunch

Engineering Team

Insulation Team Building Lunch
GTC has organized a team building lunch in
the 2020 – 3rd quarter to boost employees moral and
improve team spirit. All the team members have
participated and enjoyed the team building activities.
Our HR Director, Mr. Chaffin was also part of it and

Phase Team Building Lunch

encouraged our employees.

Winding Team Building Lunch
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Supervisors and Managers
Communication meeting presented by
Mr. Chuck Chaffin held at VTCU on
September 24, 2020.

Mr. Alvaro Aragon, VTCW Director is giving a skype
training to employees on 7 habits for high
efficiently people.

NOM-035 Training, VTC West Human Resources

Obeya shop floor meetings with VTC West staffs

New Plasma Machine Training to VTC West Engineering Team.
15
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VTC West Skip Level Meetings

VTC West Recognizes to Flor Hinojosa, Finance, for 15
Years of Dedicated Service.

Skip level meeting with Final Assembly

Skip levels meeting with materials department

Luis Martínez audit for an old VTCW Member

VTC West Recognition to Tereza Piñón, Payroll for
completing 20 years of dedicated services.
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VTCU “Team Building” Outing
VTCU Leadership team went to Twin Falls, Idaho for team building activity - kayaking.
Here are some beautiful of pictures.

Employees who took part are Kaneica Nelson, David Rico, David Gillispie, Shammi Bains, Kaushal Patel, Matt
Kennedy, Praveen Prajapati, Dan Bradford, Carlos Castillo, Edgar Baca, Oscar Morales, Arvind Kumar and Daniel
Cuervo.
***
rd
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Retirements

Ricardo Villagrán, Winding has taken retirement after a long and
dedicated service with VTC West.

Mr. Andrew King has
retired from VTCR on
October 2, 2020 after
a long association.
VT-GT Corporation
wish him a very
happy and enjoyable
retirement life.

Andrew King with his
Supervisor Kurt Amacher
18
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Dung Nguyen
Final Assembler
5 Years@VTCR

Billy Mayhew
Metal Fab. Supervisor
35 Years@ VTCR

Jorge Jimenez-Riveria
Manufacturing Tech.
15 Years @ VTCR

Melanie Woomer
Accounting Clerk
15 Years @ VTCR

Nghia Le
Final Assembler
10 Years @ VTCR

Abruelio L Alarcon
Winder
5 Years @VTCU

Dallas Strickland
Assembler Master
10 Years @ GTC

Conrad Kelley
Transformer Tech. Trainee
10 Years @ GTC

Edward Williams
Welder
10 Years@ VTCR

Lamar Nelms
Winder
10 Years @ VTCR

Jesse Hanohano
Winding Lead
10 Years @ VTCU

Mark Edge
Assembler Master
10 Years @ GTC

James Cardwell
Core Cut Operator
20 Years@ VTCR

Manoranjana Panigrahi
Sr. Sales Engineer
5 Years @ VTCR

Mike Devore
Final Assembler
10 Years @ VTCU

Nancy Rought
Chemical lab Tech.
10 Years @ GTC

Fathollah Behinaein
HV Assembler
15 Years @ VTCR

Nouy Vilaisane
Winder
15 Years @ VTCR

Barbara McNeil
Assembler Apprentice
10 Years @ GTC

Michael Clark
Maintenance Electrician
5 Years @ GTC

“Success is achieved and maintained by those who try and keep trying.
Congratulations and thank you for your dedication and service!”
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Tyrone Guyton,
Oven Operator
10 Years @ GTC

Salcido Palacios, Jose Antonio
Section Leader Jr
10 Years @ VTCW

Cordova Aguilera, Ramon Gerardo
GeneralOp.JrN3 Pre-tanking
10 Years @ GTC

Lujan Barragan, Mario Humberto
Mechanical Design Engineer
10 Years @ VTCW

Navrotsky Perez, Martin Antonio
JB TechnicianOp.Jr1 Conduit
5 Years @ GTC

Martinez Reza, Maria Monica
Flores Marin Daniel
Quality Tech. A
Winding Op. SrN2 HV
10 Years @ VTCW 10 Years @ VTCW

Portillo Bonilla, Jose Elias
Muela Flores, Bernardo
GeneralOp.JrN2 Cbl Preparation
Plant Manager
5 Years @ GTC
5 Years @ GTC

Thank you to all for your hard work and service!
You are the rock of VT-GT Corp. Without your hard work, dedication and continued service, we couldn’t make the
best transformers in the business. We look forward to your continued outstanding service.
Happy Anniversary!

MEXICO’S INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION AT VTC WEST - 16th SEPTEMBER
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Obituary

School Supplies Delivery to VTC

Memories of DEREK ROSS BISHOP, Welder, VTCR
(May 10, 1991 – August 3, 2020)

West Employees.

Forever Remembered, Forever Missed.
Memories of RUBEN FLORES, IT, VTC West
(1973 - 2020)

Great satisfaction comes
from sharing with others.
We would love to improve our
Newsletter with your valuable
inputs/ suggestion

A Beautiful Soul is Never Forgotten.

To share your articles, thoughts
and feedback please write
to:
Chuck_Chaffin@vatransformer.com
kamalakanta_majhi@vatransformer.com
***
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Brad Luyster,
Director of Sales & BD.
VTCR

Dave Cummis
Regional Sales Manager
VTCR

Walter Robichaux
Sales Account Manager
VTCR

Kori Wills
Marketing Analyst
VTCR

James Flores
Production Supervisor
VTCU

Amanda Kennedy
Logistics Coordinator
GTC

Lara Medrano, Bryan Eduardo Gardea Sanchez, Ricardo
Engineer Jr
Engineer Jr
VTCW
VTCW

Kevin Brown
Sr. Training Manager
VTCR

Abhishek J. Jiandani
Mechanical Engineer
VTCU

Brittany Polk
Payroll Clerk
GTC

Piyushkumar H. Bhatt
Contract Manager
VT-GTC

Carlos Castillo
Buyer
VTCU

Mario Alanso
Quality Manager
GTC

Vazquez Arellanes, Alvaro Antonio Olivas Zafiro, Cesar Daniel
Engineer Jr
Engineer Jr
VTCW
VTCW

Campos Torres, Javier Eduardo Leos Gallardo, Sebastian Antonio Montoya Trejo, Josue
Engineer Jr
Engineer Jr
Engineer Jr
VTCW
VTCW
VTCW

Jagdish K. Burde
Sr. Electrical Engineer
VTCU

Ronald Lee Ford
Plant Controller
GTC

Perez Cano, Daniel Ivan
Engineer Jr
VTCW

Caudillo Hernadez, Sergio Lemus Rico, Carlos Andres
Engineer Jr
Engineer Jr
VTCW
VTCW
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VTC West

@VTC West

GTC – Birthday Celebrations & Acknowledgements

Mrs. Debbie celebrates her 60th Birthday
Mrs. Debbie's 60th birthday was celebrated
at GTC, in 3rd quarter.

Tony Lake - September

Thomas Harmon - July

Mike Williams - August

David Rowe –
September
gift winner

You are very
special, and you
deserve the best.
We wish you all a
wonderful life
filled with love and
happiness.
Many Many Happy
Returns of the
Day!
Thank you.
~ Your H.R Team

Troyel Rodgers -August
B’day gift winner

Chad Burns – B’day gift
winner of July
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Organizational Announcements
New Employees and Responsibilities Announcement
Brad Luyster – Director of Sales

Brad Luyster, Director
of Sales

We want to welcome Brad Luyster
to the VT/GTC organization in the
position of Director of Sales. In this
position, Brad will be reporting to Mr.
Anoop Nanda, President and will be
responsible
for
developing,
facilitating and growing our sales
efforts across segments – and his

initial focus will be on the fast-growing Battery Energy Storage
System segment.
Brad has spent the majority of his 30 years in the industry
working for Fortune 100 companies such as Siemens, ABB,
Honeywell, and Graybar Electric; he has a passion for the
industry and a history of topline growth. His business
experience spans a diverse range of professional
development from selling electric products to commercial
and industrial customer, to managing large LV/MV
manufacturing business units for global corporations. In
particular, he was a Business Unit Manager for Siemens
Energy, managing the NAM Sale and Manufacturing of MV
Outdoor and OEM Products located in Raleigh, NC. Brad was
then recruited to ABB, as their VP/GM of Smart Grid and
Microgrids Business, where he developed and created the
ABB Smart Grid Center of Excellence and Microgrid Regional
Execution Center located on the NCSU Centennial Campus.
The ABB businesses he led developed unique solutions using
innovative technologies that allow utility, heavy industry and
large commercial customers to redefine how they generate,
distribute and consume energy.

Recently, Rajiv also expands his portfolio to
include contract MANAGEMENT and customer
interface and coordination.
Rakesh Rathi is
promoted to Senior Vice
President. Rakesh
expands his current
portfolio of Supply Chain,
MIS and Field Service– to
add Contract EXECUTION
and oversight of legal
affairs.

Rakesh Rathi, Sr. Vice
President – Supply
Chain, MIS & FS

Let’s welcome to Rakesh and Rajiv in these
expanded strategic roles.

Fun Activity

In his spare time, Brad enjoys Ford Mustangs and
woodworking.
Rajiv Kumar – Director of Marketing and AE
Rajiv Kumar has done a commendable job of
managing the Marketing and Application Engineering efforts
for VTC. Rajiv has expanded his role to take on the additional
responsibilities for managing the Field Service Sales – Spare
Parts, Accessories and Paid services business. He will be
working with the Reps on leveraging the ongoing successful
e-mail campaign program and other digital marketing
initiatives to bringing increased visibility to customers on our
genuine spare parts and comprehensive portfolio of Life
Extension Services – for both VTC and competitor
Transformers.

Happy Reading!

Stay Safe!
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